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Most of the Libraries and information centres, now-a-days, have acquired access 
to Internet. Users of these libraries and information centres are making good use 
of this facility. However, it has been observed that freshers and laymen find it 
difficult to browse Net effectively. Whenever they attempt to browse they often 
fail to get the desired results. In other words, these neo-users do not know about 
the proper searching instructions used while browsing the Web. Henceforth, 
knowledge of search instructions is very much necessary if one wants to browse 
the Web with desired results. There are various search engines that offer simple 
and advanced searching like Yahoo, Alta-Vista, Excite, Lycos, Hotbot, etc. But 
searching of required information is possible only when one is aware of the 
syntax used in making a search. This paper gives information about the 
searching instructions used in different search engines while making a query. 
This paper also gives information about the ‘phrase searching’, ‘truncation’, 
‘Boolean logic’, ‘case and accent sensitivity’, etc., that will prove helpful to the 
users in browsing the web. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Knowledge of searching is very  essential if one wants to browse the web with desired 
results. In order to construct and refine the bibliographic searches, one must know the pattern of 
syntax used in defining the query. There are various search-engines that offer simple and advanced 
searching like Yahoo, Alta-vista, Excite, Lycos, Hotbot, etc. These search-engines have almost 
same searching features that can be invoked by using syntax.  
 
2. SIMPLE SEARCH TECHNIQUES 
 
 
 Searching features of different search engines have been explained here with examples: 
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2.1   Phrase Searching 
 
  There are three options for phrase searching: 
 
i) Enclose terms to be searched as a phrase in quotes (“ ”)  (recommended method). 
 
e.g.“American Medical Association” ; “James K. Baldwin”. 
 
  This requires all the words and characters to be retrieved exactly as keyed, in the same 
order. 
 
ii) Capitalise initial letters of each word. Separate multiple strings by comma.  
 
However, capitalising initial letters works only if the documents also capitalise initial 
letters and if all words in the phrase begin with capitals. 
 
e.g. American Medical Association; James K. Baldwin  
 
 but National Endowment for the Arts should be searched in quotes to be safe. Many 
documents on World War II do not use initial capitals. Better results will be with a search 
in lower case in quotes as “world war II” . 
 
iii)  Use hyphen [no space on either side] between words. This is useful for words which occur 
often, but not always hyphenated. 
 
e.g. same-sex = “same-sex” and “same sex”. 
 
 
2.2   Person Searching ( Individuals’ Names)  
 
Some search engines like Northern Light, Hotbot and Lycos offer person searching by 
individuals’ name. Search as a phrase, enclosing name in “ ” . For variant forms, enclose each in 
quotes, join by OR (capitalised). 
 
 e.g. “Zeppo Marx” OR “Marxs, Zeppo”. 
 
2.3   Truncation 
 
Some search engines like Lycos, Excite, Hotbot, Infoseek have no truncation features. No right 
hand or other truncation. Do not try to use *. To search variant spellings, synonyms or equivalent 
aspects of a word, use Boolean Logic and separate the terms by OR (capitalised), and enclose the 
terms in parenthesis. Instead of Boolean logic, use + or - to mean requires or excludes options; 
omit + and - to allow any of the terms in results. 
 
e.g. Sarayevo OR Sarajevo; psychology OR psychological OR psychologist. 
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There are other search engines like Northern Light, Yahoo, Alta-Vista that have provision 
to give truncated words/string. These engines offer right hand truncation with *. 
 
e.g. femin* retrieves feminine, feminist, feminism, etc. 
 
 In Northern Light, there are two options for both right hand and internal truncation.  
 
i)  * allows more than one character at the right or within a word. 
 
e.g. femini* allows “feminine”, “feminist”, “femininity”,etc. 
e.g. psych*ist retrieves any words beginning with “psych” and ending in “ist”-- both 
“psychiastrist” and “psychologist”. 
 
ii)  % allows only one character to be substituted. 
 
e.g. feminis% allows “feminist” or “feminism”, but not any word requiring more than one 
character, not “feminisms”. 
e.g. Sara%evo allows spelling with “j” or “y”. 
 
iii)  multiple symbols allowed within a word. 
 
e.g. mil%en%i* will retrieve any of the many misspellings used for “millennium” or 
“millennial”, etc. 
 
+ Requires or - Excludes:-  Infoseek, Yahoo and Northern Light offer  “+Requires or -Excludes” 
feature. 
 
i) + [no space] immediately before a word or phrase in “ ” requires the term to be present 
in documents. 
 
e.g. +“affirmative action” requires the phrase to be in documents or categories 
retrieved.  
 
ii)    +  [no space] before more than one term requires all of them to be present in the 
 doucments. 
 
e.g. +girl+marriage retrieves documents or categories with both terms. 
 
ii) If one does not specify +[no space] to require a term nor -[no space] to exclude a term, 
the default is to retrieve documents with either term or both. 
 
iii) -[no space] immediately before a word or phrase in “ ” excludes documents containing 
the term(s). 
 
e.g. marriage partner+girl-China excludes terms “China” from results in which “girl” is 
required along with any or all of “marriage’ or “partner” or partners. 
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2.4  Case and Accent Sensitivity 
 
Lycos, Excite, Northern Light and Yahoo have no case and accent sensitivity feature. Capital 
letters are ignored. One may key them in any way one wishes. 
 
e.g. Anglo-Saxon also retrieves ‘anglo-saxon’. 
 
Other search engines like Alta-Vista, Infoseek, Hotbot have feature of case and accent 
sensitivity. Capitals retrieve only matching capitals in documents. Lower case retrieves upper or 
lower and is always safe. 
 
e.g. “World War II” will not retrieve any documents with the lower case forms “world war II”. 
But “world war II” will retrieve both possibilities world war II and World War II. 
 
 Foreign accents keyed in search require matching foreign accents in documents. 
 
2.5 Boolean Logic  
 
It is also a powerful feature of many search engines like Lycos, Excite, Northern Light, 
Alta-vista, Hotbot except Yahoo and Infoseek. Boolean searching refers to the capability to 
perform operations on multiple word searches so that all words will be in resulting record (AND), 
any one word will be in resulting records (OR), or a specified term will not be in resulting 
records (Not or AND NOT). In full Boolean searching, parentheses can also be used as next 
Boolean operators. The + or  - system is a variation of traditional Boolean searching. 
 
i) Boolean AND- AND requires all terms to be in records retrieved . AND must be 
capitalised. 
 
e.g. girl AND marriage 
 
ii)  Boolean OR-  OR allows either term to be in records retrieved OR must be capitalised. 
 
e.g. “child OR girl AND marriage” retrieves records with any of the first two words and 
with the last word. 
 
iii)  Boolean AND NOT-  AND NOT excludes terms . 
 
e.g. (ladies or women) AND (teacher or lecturer) AND NOT (American) excludes from 
the search any mentioning American. 
 
iv)  Parentheses ( ) sequence actions- Those between parentheses are performed first. 
 
v)  NEAR-  requires terms to appear within 10 terms of one another. It is useful for associated 
terms one want in the same context. 
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e.g. girl NEAR (“marriage”OR“education”) retrieves only records with either of the 
phrases in parentheses appearing within ten words of girl and should exclude documents 
that mention girl and phrases not in the same context. 
 
2.6   Limiting To Specific Fields In The Records 
 
i) title:(no space) requires word or phrase to be in title field or the meta title (a field one 
does not see). 
 
e.g. title:homeopathy. 
 
ii) link: (space) requires character to be in a “link” within the records retrieved. Links are 
URLs referred to in the documents. 
 
e.g. link:Teachinglib/Guides/Internet retrieves records that link to pages with these 
characters (representing the teaching library Internet Guides tutorial) in their URLs. 
 
iii)  site: (no space) brings up all pages of a particular server name (the first part of the URL). 
e.g. site:lib.berkeley.edu retrieves records in database served from the site called 
“lib.berkeley.edu”. 
 
2.7   Advanced Search Syntax 
 
Advanced search syntax is also available within yahoo’s search query box. Use of syntax 
allows one to better tailor search results without having to visit the search options page. There are 
four types of query syntax available- 
 
i)  Required and prohibited search words- Attaching + or - operators will either 
require or prohibit words from appearing in the search results. 
 
ii)  Document section restrictions- Attaching the following operators to the front of a 
search will restrict the search to a certain document sections: 
t: will restrict searches to document title only. 
u: will restrict searches to document URLs only. 
 
iii)  Phrase matching-  Putting quotes (“ ”) around a set of words will only find results 
that match the words in the exact sequence. 
 
iv)  Wildcard matching- Attaching a* to the right hand side of a word will return left 
side partial matches. 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
 
Knowledge of search syntax is always helpful in yielding desirable or exact result from 
search query. It saves time in browsing web-pages to retrieve particular information. Since 
Internet is the network of networks, one must know how to browse web pinpointedly. There are 
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thousands of databases available in a particular subject; it is not possible for a user to get the 
required information immediately and exactly. Therefore, need of the hour is to learn how to make 
bibliographic searches  on the Net.  This paper made an attempt to list out a few simple search 
techniques with examples. 
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